
Slide on desk dividing screens are available in a selection of acoustic materials to allow employees to define their own boundaries and 
provide an additional barrier to help prevent the spread of airborne diseases. They are available as one size to clip on and rest on desktops, 
table tops and workstations to negate the need to reconfigure existing spaces by applying appropriate distance between people.

Perfect to provide privacy, 
acoustic properties and a touch 

of style to your workstation

Slide-on dividers can easily 
be moved to compliment the 
needs of the agile workspace

Acoustic divider manufactured 
using a minimum of 65% already 

recycled waste material

Frameless design which is 
easy to attach and slide on 

to any desk or table

PIANO FORTESCREENS

CODE W D H
SWT-SPS 550 18 450

Orange
(O)

Silver Grey
(SG)

MADE
TO 

ORDER

5 week
lead time

Available from - Merlin Industrial Products Ltd - 0800 0418 650 - info@merlin-industrial.co.uk



CODE W D H
PKS003 E870 300 1600

The Piano Keys Screen is a breakthrough alternative to traditional floor screens that is changing everything - from the minds of office 
planners to the hearts of designers. The free-standing screen is made up of three individual acoustic blinds which stand on a sturdy base 
plate. The fabric covered acoustic panels rotate fully 360° to provide visual protection when closed, or open the space up at any given time.

Fully upholstered panels 
in a range of fabrics with 

excellent acoustic properties

Screen unit can be 
positioned in a row or at 45° 
angles for different directions

Lightweight, simple to install 
and easy to manoeuvre for 

enhanced privacy

Free-standing office screen 
with silver base and three 

rotating panels

PIANO KEYSSCREENS

MADE TO
ORDER

MADE
TO 

ORDER

4 week
lead time
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Available from - Merlin Industrial Products Ltd - 0800 0418 650 - info@merlin-industrial.co.uk


